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Abstract

Neutral cues that predict emotional events (emotional harbingers) acquire emotional properties and attract attention. Given the importance of emotional harbingers for future survival, it is desirable to flexibly learn new facts about emotional harbingers when needed. However, recent research revealed that it is harder to learn new associations for emotional harbingers than cues that predict non-emotional events (neutral harbingers). In the current study, we addressed whether this impaired association learning for emotional harbingers is altered by one's awareness of the contingencies between cues and emotional outcomes. Across three studies, we found that one's awareness of the contingencies determines subsequent association learning of emotional harbingers. Emotional harbingers produced worse association learning than neutral harbingers when people were not aware of the contingencies between cues and emotional outcomes, but produced better association learning when people were aware of the contingencies. These results suggest that emotional harbingers do not always suffer from impaired association learning and can show facilitated learning depending on one's contingency awareness.
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Emotional reactions to events or materials related to physical or social survival influence how such stimuli are processed and remembered (Dolan, 2002; Pourtois, Schettino, & Vuilleumier, 2012; Sakaki, Niki, & Mather, 2012). For instance, emotional images often get more initial attention than neutral images (M. Knight et al., 2007; Mather & Knight, 2006; Öhman, Flykt, & Esteves, 2001; Öhman, Lundqvist, & Esteves, 2001; Schimmack, 2005). Emotional information also tends to be remembered better than neutral information (Dolcos & Denkova, 2008; Hamann, 2001; Kensinger & Corkin, 2004; LaBar & Cabeza, 2006; Mather & Knight, 2005). In particular, intrinsic features of emotional events are remembered better than those of neutral events (D'Argembeau & Van der Linden, 2004; Doerksen & Shimamura, 2001; Kensinger & Corkin, 2003; Kensinger, Garoff-Eaton, & Schacter, 2006; Mather, 2007; Mather & Nesmith, 2008).

Despite the large number of studies on the interaction between emotion and cognition, researchers have not paid much attention to the effects of previous emotional associations on subsequent association learning about cues. For example, imagine that you saw a large dog that ran over to a fence and barked at you every time you walked by a neighbors’ place. Even when this neighbor’s place originally had no emotional meaning, repeated exposures to the barking dog might establish associations between this place and negative emotions. How does this emotional association influence learning new features (e.g., new tenant; new car) about this place?
Is it easier or harder to learn new associations for cues previously predictive of emotional events (emotional harbingers; for instance, the place where you repeatedly saw the barking dog) than for cues predictive of neutral events (neutral harbinger; for instance, another neighbor’s place)? The current study addressed this issue.

One plausible prediction that can be made based on past research is that previous emotional associations to something make it easier to learn new associations to that cue. Ample research on classical fear conditioning revealed that cues predictive of aversive events acquire emotional value and increase subjective emotions, physiological reactions, and brain activity in emotion-related areas (Bermpohl et al., 2006; Delgado, Olsson, & Phelps, 2006; Kelly & Forsyth, 2007; Mackiewicz, Sarinopoulos, Cleven, & Nitschke, 2006; Maren, 2001; Morris, Ohman, & Dolan, 1999; Phelps et al., 2001; Sehlmeyer et al., 2009). Neutral cues predictive of aversive events also attract attention (Beaver, Mogg, & Bradley, 2005; Koster, Crombez, Van Damme, Verschuere, & De Houwer, 2005; Notebaert, Crombez, Van Damme, De Houwer, & Theeuwes, 2011; Smith, Most, Newsome, & Zald, 2006; Van Damme, Crombez, Hermans, Koster, & Eccleston, 2006; Van Damme, Crombez, & Notebaert, 2008) in a similar manner as inherently emotionally arousing stimuli (e.g., Anderson, 2005; Mather & Knight, 2006; Most, Chun, Widders, & Zald, 2005). Such enhanced emotional reactions and attention might enhance learning new associations to emotional harbingers. Indeed,
people tend to show enhanced memory binding for features of emotionally arousing stimuli compared with features of neutral stimuli (D'Argembeau & Van der Linden, 2004; Doerksen & Shimamura, 2001; Kensinger & Corkin, 2003; Kensinger et al., 2006; Kensinger & Schacter, 2007; Mather, 2007; Mather & Nesmith, 2008; Nashiro & Mather, 2011). Intra-item associations are also sometimes learned better for emotionally arousing items than for neutral items (Maddox, Naveh-Benjamin, Old, & Kilb, 2012; Pierce & Kensinger, 2011).

In contrast, recent research revealed the opposite result: people have more difficulty learning new associations for emotional harbingers than neutral harbingers (Mather & Knight, 2008). For example, in their third experiment, the authors first asked participants to view neutral faces, followed by negative or neutral pictures (initial cue-learning phase). Unbeknownst to participants, some faces always preceded negative pictures (emotional harbingers) and the other faces always preceded neutral pictures (neutral harbingers). Participants' task was to indicate whether the picture was negative or neutral. After this initial learning phase, participants were asked to learn a face-hat association for all faces they saw during initial learning. The results indicated that participants were worse at remembering face-hat pairings for emotional harbinger faces than for neutral harbinger faces. Similar results were reported irrespective of harbinger type (e.g., face, tone), association types (e.g., face-location; tone-digit),
valence of emotional outcomes (positive or negative), and the duration of delay between encoding and memory tests across five experiments, suggesting that the effects are robust.

**Effects of the contingency awareness**

However, the previous study (Mather & Knight, 2008) did not consider one important factor: the contingency awareness between cue and emotional outcomes. In their study, participants were merely told to passively observe cues followed by emotional/neutral pictures during the initial learning. In addition, participants’ main task during the initial learning phase was to indicate the valence of each outcome picture (negative or neutral; positive or neutral). Thus, it seems possible that participants focused on outcomes more than cues. This selective attention to outcomes should lead to the lack of awareness about the contingencies between cues and emotional outcomes (Blask, Walther, Halbeisen, & Weil, 2012). Furthermore, the authors did not test participants’ awareness of cue-valence contingencies. Therefore, it is not clear whether and how people’s awareness of cue-valence contingencies influences subsequent association learning for harbinger cues.

In contrast, research on fear/evaluative conditioning suggests that the awareness of the contingency increases emotional reactions to cues, which might alter subsequent association learning for cues. In fact, although conditioning can sometimes occur in the absence of contingency awareness
(e.g., Walther & Nagengast, 2006), many studies indicate that contingency awareness increases emotional reactions (due to conditioning) to cues predictive of emotional outcomes (Bar-Anan, De Houwer, & Nosek, 2010; Carter, Hofstötter, Tsuchiya, & Koch, 2003; Dawson, 1973; Dawson, Rissling, Schell, & Wilcox, 2007; Hofmann, De Houwer, Perugini, Baeyens, & Crombez, 2010; Kattner, 2011; Klucken et al., 2009; Pleyers, Corneille, Luminet, & Yzerbyt, 2007; Pleyers, Corneille, Yzerbyt, & Luminet, 2009; Tabbert et al., 2011).

Past studies on association learning also suggest the importance of the contingency awareness in subsequent learning for cues. Decades of research indicate that animals and humans are better at learning new associations to cues previously established as reliable predictors than for cues established as unreliable predictors (Beesley & Le Pelley, 2010; Kruschke & Blair, 2000; Le Pelley, 2004; Le Pelley & McLaren, 2003; Prados, Redhead, & Pearce, 1999; Reid, 1953; Trobalon, Miguelez, McLaren, & Mackintosh, 2003). These effects of cues’ historical predictiveness have been interpreted as reflecting attention (de Pasquale et al., 2010; Kruschke, 2003; Le Pelley, 2004; Mackintosh, 1975). That is, once animals or humans realize cues’ predictiveness, they should devote more attention to cues yielding accurate predictions and devote fewer resources to other cues. Since emotional outcomes have significance for individuals relative to neutral outcomes (Lang & Bradley, 2010), it seems possible that one’s
contingency awareness increases attentional priority especially for emotional harbingers. This increased attention should result in stronger memory representations, leading to better association learning for emotional harbingers than neutral harbingers.

The Current Study

In the current study, we investigated the effects of contingency awareness on association learning for emotional and neutral harbingers. In Studies 1 and 2, we examined whether emotional harbingers produce worse association learning than neutral harbingers even when people are aware of the contingency between harbinger cues and emotional outcomes. Thus, we explicitly told and encouraged participants to learn associations between harbinger cues and emotional/neutral outcomes during the initial learning phase. Participants were then told to learn new associations to emotional and neutral harbinger cues. At the end of the study, we also included a contingency awareness memory test. Given that contingency awareness can increase emotional reactions and attentional priority for emotional harbinger cues, we expected that people would be better at learning new associations for emotional harbingers than for neutral harbingers under these conditions, in contrast with previous findings of impaired association learning for emotional harbingers (Mather & Knight, 2008). In Study 3, we manipulated people’s contingency awareness to address whether contingency awareness serves as a boundary condition between impaired
and facilitated association learning for emotional harbingers relative to neutral harbingers.

**Study 1**

Study 1 tested whether association learning is easier for emotional harbingers than for neutral harbingers when people are aware of cue-outcome contingencies. As discussed above, in Mather and Knight (2008), participants were simply told to passively observe cues followed by emotional/neutral pictures without any explicit instruction about cue-valence contingencies during the initial learning phase. To increase participants’ contingency awareness, in Study 1, participants were explicitly asked to predict for each cue whether the cue would be predictive of negative or neutral outcomes. They were also encouraged to make as accurate predictions as possible. Furthermore, whereas the previous study used emotional/neutral pictures, we used 6-sec emotional/neutral sound clips as emotional or neutral outcomes during the initial learning phase. Since the contingency awareness can be enhanced when outcomes and cues are given in different modalities (Blask et al., 2012), this should also help participants learn the contingency.

**Methods**

**Participants.** Forty undergraduates ($M_{\text{age}} = 20.00$, $SD = 1.65$; 10 males) took part in the experiment for course credit.

**Materials.** We used 32 negative and 32 neutral sound clips of 6-s
duration obtained from the International Affective Digital Sounds (IADS: Bradley & Lang, 1999; Verona, Patrick, Curtin, Bradley, & Lang, 2004) and other resources (e.g., the Internet). Because sound clips obtained from other resources did not have normative ratings, we quantified valence and arousal for all of the 64 sounds. Ten participants who did not take part in any studies reported in this paper rated each sound in terms of valence on a scale ranging from 1 (most unpleasant) to 9 (most pleasant) and the arousal on a scale ranging from 1 (least arousing) to 9 (most arousing). The average valence rating was 1.62 for negative (SD = 0.33) and 5.09 (SD = 0.14) for neutral sounds. The average arousal level was 7.83 (SD = 0.44) for negative and 1.38 (SD = 0.20) for neutral sounds. All of the sounds involved human voices regardless of the valence condition.

In addition, eight female faces with neutral expressions were obtained from a previous stimuli set (Mather & Knight, 2008). Half of the faces were paired with negative sounds, and the other faces were paired with neutral sounds. Whether the face was paired with negative or neutral sounds was counterbalanced across participants. Each face was paired with eight different sounds from the same valence category.

**Procedure.** The procedure involved four phases: cue-learning phase, association study phase, association memory test, and valence contingency test.

Each trial of the cue-learning phase started with a presentation of a
face (Figure 1A). Participants were asked to predict whether the face was followed by negative or neutral sounds. Following a 200-ms interval after their responses, they were presented with either a negative or neutral sound. Immediately after the sound, participants indicated whether the sound was negative or neutral. There was a 1000-ms intertrial interval (starting at the offset of participants’ response) before the next trial began. Each face was presented 8 times with different sound clips from the same valence category. Presentation order was random. Although the cue-learning phase involved the same number of trials for all participants, participants were told that they could move on to the next phase as soon as they had reached a certain criterion in their prediction accuracy. Thus, they were encouraged to learn cue-valence contingencies as accurately as possible.

Next, in the association study phase, participants learned face-hat associations for the faces they viewed in the cue-learning phase (Figure 1B). On each trial, participants saw a face wearing a hat for 2 sec and were instructed to learn the face-hat pairing for a later memory test. The face-hat pair was followed by either a yellow or green dot. Participants were told to indicate whether the dot was green or yellow by pressing a key. The dot task was included to make sure that participants maintained their attention on the screen. The dot remained on the screen until the participant pressed the key. After their response, there was a 1000-ms intertrial interval before the next trial began. Each of the eight face-hat pairs was shown once.
Following the association study phase, participants completed the association memory test (Figure 1C). As in the association study phase, they viewed a face wearing a hat. Half of the faces were paired with the same hat learned during the association study phase. In contrast, the other half of the faces were paired with hats previously paired with another face in the same valence condition. Participants were asked to indicate whether the faces and hats were correctly paired or incorrectly paired.

Finally, participants' memory about cues-valence contingencies was tested by a valence contingency awareness test (Figure 1D). Participants viewed each of the eight faces without a hat and indicated whether the face had predicted negative or neutral sounds in the initial cue-learning phase.

**Results and Discussion**

**Cue-hat associative memory.** We analyzed the proportion of correct responses in the association memory test. Participants showed better face-hat memory for emotional harbinger faces ($M = .84$) than for neutral harbinger faces ($M = .74$; Figure 2), $F(1, 39) = 4.63, \eta^2_p = .11, p < .05$. Thus, contrary to previous findings (Mather & Knight, 2008), cues previously predictive of emotional outcomes produced better associative memory than did cues predictive of neutral outcomes.

**Cue-valence contingency awareness.** The accuracy in the contingency awareness test was not significantly different across the conditions ($M_{\text{neg}} = .83$ vs. $M_{\text{neut}} = .84; p > .70$) and performance was
significantly better than chance for both emotional and neutral harbinger faces, with respective $t$s (39) = 8.63, 10.78, $p$s < .01.

**Performance in the cue-learning phase.** Participants viewed each face eight times during the cue-learning phase; these eight repetitions were categorized into 4 blocks. Prediction accuracy was significantly above chance in all blocks, $t$s (39) = 2.23, 2.56, 5.57, 7.31 for blocks 1-4, respectively, $p$s < .05, but it also improved across the blocks ($M_{\text{block1}} = .54$, $M_{\text{block2}} = .58$, $M_{\text{block3}} = .68$, $M_{\text{block4}} = .75$), $F$ (3, 117) = 20.11, $\eta_p^2 = .34$, $p$ < .01. At the initial block, participants showed a lower accuracy for faces paired with negative sounds than those paired with neutral sounds ($M_{\text{neg}} = .43$ vs. $M_{\text{neut}} = .65$), $F$ (1, 117) = 16.77, $p$ < .01. Thus, participants initially tended to predict neutral sounds for all faces, possibly due to the fact that all faces showed neutral expressions. At the final block, however, participants showed equally good prediction performance irrespective of valence ($p$ > .40; $M_{\text{neg}} = .73$ vs. $M_{\text{neut}} = .77$). These results are in line with the results from the valence awareness memory test, suggesting that participants acquired equally strong memories about cue-valence contingencies both for emotional and neutral harbinger faces.

**Performance in the association study phase.** Participants were faster in reacting to the dot following faces previously associated with neutral sounds ($M = 903$ ms) than those associated with negative sounds ($M = 998$ ms), $F$ (1, 39) = 6.88, $p$ < .05. But they showed equally good
accuracy in dot-color judgments, irrespective of valence ($p > .30$, $M_{\text{neg}} = .96$ vs. $M_{\text{neut}} = .97$). Performance was significantly better than chance for both emotional and neutral harbinger faces, with respective $t$s (39) = 35.83, 37.82, $ps < .01$.

**Study 2**

Consistent with our prediction, Study 1 revealed better association learning for emotional harbinger than for neutral harbinger when people were aware of the cue-outcome contingencies. Study 2 was designed to extend Study 1 by addressing several questions about Study 1.

The first question concerns the nature of emotional/neutral outcomes used in the cue-learning phase. Mather & Knight (2008) used emotional or neutral pictures, whereas Study 1 used emotional or neutral sound clips. In addition, we repeated each harbinger cue only 8 times in Study 1 (vs. 16 times in the previous study). To make these factors more comparable across studies, in Study 2, we employed emotional/neutral pictures (instead of sounds) and increased the number of repetitions for each harbinger face in the cue-learning phase. Thus, Study 2 examined whether the Study 1 pattern of results would be obtained with procedures similar to Mather and Knight’s previous studies.

Second, Study 1 did not tease apart the effects of general associations between cues and valence and the effects of specific cue-outcome associations. That is, participants in Study 1 might have learned specific
associations between cue and outcome sounds (e.g., “this face was paired with a baby’s scream”), in addition to general associations between cues and valence (e.g., “this face was paired with negative sounds”). These specific memories might be more responsible for the enhanced association learning for emotional harbingers than for neutral harbingers. To address this possibility, we introduced an additional memory test to examine participants’ memory for specific cue-outcome pairs they encountered during initial learning.

Methods

Participants. Thirty-eight undergraduates ($M_{age} = 19.82$, $SD = 1.33$; 6 males) took part in the study for course credit.

Materials. We employed 128 matched picture pairs, in which each negative picture was yoked with a less arousing neutral picture which was similar in appearance, complexity, content and focus of interest. Those matched pictures involved pairs obtained from previous studies (Mather & Nesmith, 2008; Sakaki, Niki, & Mather, 2011) and those created for the current study using pictures from other resources (e.g., the Internet). Ten participants who did not take part in any of the studies in this paper rated each picture in terms of valence (1: extremely negative – 9: extremely positive) and arousal (1: least arousing – 9: most arousing). The average valence rating was 2.15 ($SD = 0.45$) for the negative and 5.21 ($SD = 0.48$) for the neutral version. The average arousal rating was 6.97 ($SD = 0.73$) for
the negative and 1.96 (SD = 0.65) for the neutral version. The 128 pairs were grouped into two sets of 64 matched-pair pictures (i.e., Set A and Set B) that equated arousal and valence across the sets for the negative versions and also for the neutral versions. During the study, half of the participants were shown the negative versions from Set A and the neutral versions from Set B, while the other half were shown the neutral versions from Set A and the negative versions from Set B. Whether participants saw the negative or neutral version from each matched-picture pair was counterbalanced across participants.

We used the same eight faces as in Study 1. Half of the faces were paired with 16 different negative pictures (negative condition), while the other faces were paired with 16 neutral pictures (neutral condition). Whether a face was paired with negative or neutral pictures was counterbalanced across participants.

**Procedures.** The procedures were similar to Study 1 with several modifications. First, we modified the procedure of the cue-learning phase (Figure 3A). During the cue-learning phase, participants used a key press to indicate their prediction about whether each face was followed by a negative or neutral picture, instead of a sound. Immediately after they pressed the key, they were shown an emotional or neutral picture for 2000 ms. We also increased the number of repetitions for each face from 8 to 16.

Second, we introduced an additional memory test at the end of the
experiment (i.e., cue-outcome pair memory test; Figure 3B). During this memory test, each face was shown with two pictures: a picture paired with the face during the cue-learning phase, and another picture that had been paired with a different face in the same valence condition. Participants’ task was to select the picture paired with the face during the cue-learning phase. Since each face was paired with 16 different pictures in the cue-learning phase, each face appeared 16 times with different pairs of pictures during this memory test.

**Results**

**Cue-hat associative memory.** Memory for face-hat pairs was better for emotional harbinger faces ($M = .88$) than for neutral harbinger faces ($M = .74$; Figure 2), $F(1, 37) = 8.51, \eta_p^2 = .17, p < .01$. Thus, Study 1’s findings were replicated with a design similar to the previous study (Mather & Knight, 2008).

**Cue-valence contingency awareness.** As in Study 1, performance in the contingency awareness test did not differ between emotional and neutral harbingers ($p > .60$); participants remembered the associated valence correctly for most of the faces irrespective of valence ($M_{\text{neg}} = .91$ vs. $M_{\text{neut}} = .92$), both of which were significantly better than chance, with respective $ts(37) = 14.91, 16.75, ps < .01$.

**Cue-outcome pair memory.** The accuracy in the final cue-outcome pair memory test did not significantly differ depending on the valence of
outcome pictures ($p > .40$). Both negative and neutral harbinger faces yielded correct response rates significantly better than chance ($M_{\text{neg}} = .55$ vs. $M_{\text{neut}} = .57$), respective $t$s (37) = 3.68, 5.49, $p$s < .01.

To address the effects of strength of cue-outcome pair memory, participants were categorized into strong and weak pair memory groups based on a median split of the cue-outcome pair memory performance ($Md = .54$); the mean pair memory performance for each group was $M_{\text{strong}} = .62$ vs. $M_{\text{weak}} = .51$. A 2 (valence: negative vs. neutral) X 2 (pair memory: strong vs. weak) analysis-of-variance (ANOVA) was then performed on the correct response rates in the cue-hat associative test. This ANOVA confirmed a significant effect of valence, $F$ (1, 36) = 7.73, $\eta^2_p = .16$, $p < .01$, with no other significant effects ($p$s > .20). Thus, face-hat memory was better for emotional harbinger faces than for neutral harbinger faces, irrespective of the strength of initial cue-outcome associations (strong: $M_{\text{neg}} = .82$ vs. $M_{\text{neu}} = .75$; weak: $M_{\text{neg}} = .93$ vs. $M_{\text{neu}} = .74$).

Similar results were obtained from a general linear model analysis, where cue-outcome pair memory performance was treated as a continuous variable. The dependent variable was the mean correct response in the cue-hat associative test. Independent variables included the valence condition (negative or neutral), the mean accuracy for the face-outcome pair memory test, and an interaction between valence and pair memory performance. The results confirmed a significant effect of valence, $F$ (1, 35)
= 8.74, \( p < .01 \), but neither the main effect of the pair memory nor the interaction was significant (\( ps > .20 \)).

**Performance in the cue-learning phase.** The 16 repetitions during the initial cue-learning phase were categorized into 4 blocks. Participants’ predictions were significantly better than chance in all blocks, with respective \( ts (37) = 2.19, 7.27, 9.26, 10.77, ps < .05 \). Their predictions also improved across the blocks (\( M_{\text{block1}} = .53, M_{\text{block2}} = .65, M_{\text{block3}} = .78, M_{\text{block4}} = .85 \)), \( F (3, 111) = 72.06, \eta_p^2 = .75, p < .01 \). Overall, participants tended to show better performance for negative than neutral faces (\( M_{\text{neg}} = .72 \) vs. \( M_{\text{neut}} = .69 \), \( F (1, 37) = 3.65, \eta_p^2 = .09, p < .07 \), but by the last two blocks they showed equally good prediction performance irrespective of valence (block 3: \( M_{\text{neg}} = .78 \) vs. \( M_{\text{neut}} = .78 \); block 4: \( M_{\text{neg}} = .87 \) vs. \( M_{\text{neut}} = .83 \); \( ps > .20 \)). Thus, it appears that participants acquired similarly strong memories about cue-valence contingencies for emotional and neutral harbinger faces.

**Performance in the association study phase.** Neither the reaction times to the dot (\( p > .50 \); \( M_{\text{neg}} = 995 \) ms vs. \( M_{\text{neut}} = 965 \) ms), nor the accuracy in dot-color judgments (\( p > .90 \), \( M_{\text{neg}} = .99 \) vs. \( M_{\text{neut}} = .99 \)) showed significant valence effects. Performance accuracy was significantly better than chance for both emotional and neutral harbinger faces, with respective \( ts (37) = 54.46, 54.46, ps < .01 \).

**Discussion**

In Study 2, we used procedures similar to the previous study (Mather &
Knight, 2008) and replicated the results from Study 1 that emotional harbingers produce better association learning than neutral harbingers when people are aware of cue-valence contingencies. Study 2 also examined the effects of cue-outcome pair memory and found that specific memories for cue-outcome pairs do not influence subsequent association learning for harbingers. Thus, the awareness of cue-valence contingency seems more critical than specific cue-item pair memories in facilitating association learning for emotional harbingers than for neutral harbingers.

**Study 3**

The main purpose of Study 3 was to confirm that the contingency awareness serves as a boundary condition between enhanced vs. impaired association learning for emotional harbingers than neutral harbingers by manipulating a prediction task during the cue-learning phase.

During the cue-learning phase, half of the participants were asked to predict whether an outcome picture was negative or neutral for each face (emotion learning condition; same as Studies 1 and 2). In contrast, the other participants saw the same face-picture pairs but were asked to predict a non-emotional aspect of outcome pictures (location learning condition). Following this cue-learning phase, all participants, irrespective of the conditions, learned face-hat associations for faces that had been paired with negative (old negative condition) or neutral pictures (old neutral condition). We expected that the prediction task manipulation should make participants
in the emotion learning condition become more aware of the cue-valence contingencies than those in the location learning condition, allowing us to examine whether or not one’s awareness of cue-valence contingencies influences subsequent associative learning.

To confirm that the prediction task manipulation during the initial cue-learning phase did not change the overall memory performance in the subsequent association study phase, Study 3 also introduced another condition, in which participants learned face-hat associations for neutral faces that they never saw (new neutral condition).

In addition, Study 3 addressed a few remaining issues from Studies 1 and 2. The first question concerns the face-valence contingency awareness test. Participants in Studies 1 and 2 showed near ceiling performance in the final cue-valence contingency awareness test, in which they made a dichotomous judgment about whether each face was associated with negative or neutral outcomes. However, participants might not have felt confident about the contingencies even when they showed high accuracy in the dichotomous judgment task. To address this possibility, in Study 3, we asked participants to rate their confidence about a face-valence association/face-location association in addition to the dichotomous awareness memory test. This confidence rating score allowed us to check whether participants in the emotion learning condition were more confident about the face-valence associations than those in the location learning
condition or not.

The valence confidence rating allowed us to further examine the effects of the contingency awareness by looking at the intra-individual effects of face-valence contingency awareness. If the cue-valence awareness is predictive of association learning for emotional harbingers, intra-individual variations in the valence confidence across trials should predict intra-individual differences in the cue-hat association performance for emotional harbingers than for neutral harbingers.

Second, the previous study (Mather & Knight, 2008) reported worse association learning for emotional than neutral harbingers, irrespective of whether hats were shown being worn or in a separate photograph next to the faces. In contrast, we presented hats being worn during the association learning phase both in Studies 1 and 2. In Study 3, hats were presented beside faces to confirm that the results are not specific to the spatial configuration used in Studies 1 and 2. Third, to improve the statistical power, we increased the number of harbinger faces to 10 faces for each condition (vs. 4 faces in Studies 1 and 2). Lastly, to confirm the generalizability of the results, a new set of faces and emotional/neutral pictures were also introduced.

Methods

Participants and design. Sixty undergraduates ($M_{age} = 19.98$, $SD = 1.37$; 9 males) took part in the study for course credit. They were randomly
assigned to the emotion (N = 30) or location (N = 30) learning condition.

**Materials.** We used 30 faces of young females with neutral expressions obtained from the NimStim set (Raes, De Raedt, Fias, Koster, & Van Damme, 2009) and the FACES database (De Houwer & Tibboel, 2010). They were randomly assigned to one of the three conditions (old negative, old neutral and new neutral). The assignment was counterbalanced across participants. Thirty pictures of hats obtained from the Internet and commercial DVDs were randomly paired with one of the 30 faces.

In addition, 160 negative and 160 neutral pictures were selected from the International Affective Picture System (IAPS: Lang, Bradley, & Cuthbert, 2008). The IAPS includes standardized ratings of valence of each picture based on a scale ranging from 1 (most unpleasant) to 9 (most pleasant) and ratings of arousal level on a scale ranging from 1 (least arousing) to 9 (most arousing). The average valence of the images we employed was 2.74 for negative (SD = 0.71) and 5.52 (SD = 0.65) for neutral images. The average arousal level was 5.73 (SD = 0.79) for negative and 3.41 (SD = 0.74) for neutral pictures. To obtain an objective measure of visual complexity of each picture, we used Matlab’s Canny edge detector to compute the edge density of each image (Rosenholtz, Li, & Nakano, 2007). The Canny edge detector has three parameters: a low threshold, high threshold, and sigma. These thresholds were set to 0.11, 0.27, and 1 (Rosenholtz et al., 2007).
The mean edge density was 0.056 (SD = 0.05) for negative and 0.030 (SD = 0.05) for neutral pictures; they were not significantly different ($p > .40$).

Faces assigned to the old negative condition were paired with 16 different negative pictures, while those assigned to the old neutral condition were paired with 16 different neutral pictures.

**Procedures.** Procedures in the emotion and location learning conditions were identical, except for the prediction task during the cue-learning phase. In both conditions, procedures were based on Study 2 with several modifications.

During the cue-learning phase (Figure 4A), participants in both conditions were shown a face and instructed to press a key to indicate their predictions. Participants in the emotion learning condition were asked to predict whether a subsequent picture was negative or neutral, whereas participants in the location learning condition were asked to predict whether a subsequent picture would appear on the top or the bottom of the computer screen. Immediately after they pressed a key, participants saw a negative or a neutral picture either on the top or the bottom of the screen for 1200 ms. Irrespective of the learning condition (emotion or location), half of the faces predicted negative pictures (i.e., old negative condition), while the other half predicted neutral pictures (i.e., old neutral condition). Half of the faces in the old negative condition predicted pictures on the top, while the other half predicted pictures on the bottom. Similarly, half of the faces in the old
neutral condition predicted pictures on the top, while the other half predicted pictures on the bottom. Thus, the location of the outcome pictures was independent of the associated valence in both conditions. The intertrial interval was 800 ms. Faces assigned to the new neutral condition were not used in this phase.

Next, in the association study phase, participants learned face-hat associations (Figure 4B). Each trial started with presentation of a face (either old faces learned during the cue-learning phase or new faces that had not previously been seen). After 600 ms of the face, a hat appeared beside the face. Both the face and the hat remained on the screen for 2000 ms, which was followed by a yellow or a green dot. Participants were told to learn the face-hat pairing and to indicate the color of the dot by pressing keys.

The association study phase was immediately followed by the face-hat association memory test (Figure 4C). The procedures of this memory test were identical to Studies 1 and 2, except that hats were shown beside faces.

Finally, participants completed awareness tests and confidence rating tasks for face-valence contingencies and face-location contingencies. The valence contingency awareness test (Figure 5A) was the same as those in Studies 1 and 2. That is, for each old face, participants indicated whether it had been paired with negative or neutral pictures in the initial cue-learning phase. After the valence awareness test, participants viewed each of the
old faces again and indicated how strongly they thought that the face was paired with negative or neutral pictures by using a 7-point scale (Figure 5B; 1: I’m sure the face was paired with neutral pictures, 2: I think it was paired with neutral pictures; 3: I guess it was paired with neutral pictures, 4: I have no idea; 5: I guess it was paired with negative pictures; 6: I think it was paired with negative pictures, 7: I’m sure it was paired with negative pictures).

In the location contingency awareness test, participants were shown old faces and told to indicate whether the face had predicted pictures on the top or bottom of the screen during the cue-learning phase (Figure 5C). This location awareness test was followed by a location confidence rating task (Figure 5D). In this confidence rating task, participants saw the faces and indicated their confidence about face-location associations by a 7-point scale (1: I’m sure the face was followed by pictures on the bottom of the screen, 2: I think it was followed by pictures on the bottom; 3: I guess it was followed by pictures on the bottom, 4: I have no idea; 5: I guess it was followed by pictures on the top; 6: I think it was followed by pictures on the top, 7: I’m sure it was followed by pictures on the top).

All participants completed an awareness test and a confidence rating task for the contingencies they were explicitly told to learn during the cue-learning phase, followed by another awareness test and a confidence rating task for the contingencies they were not explicitly told to learn. Thus,
participants in the emotion learning condition completed the cue-valence contingency awareness test and the cue-valence confidence rating task first, followed by the awareness test and the confidence task for face-location associations. In contrast, participants in the location learning condition performed the awareness test and the confidence rating task for cue-location contingencies first.

**Results and Discussion**

First, we examined the effects of the prediction task manipulations on the accuracy in the face-location/face-valence contingency awareness memory tests to confirm that our manipulation worked as expected. Next, we examined the effects of face-valence contingency awareness on face-hat association learning performance. To address the effects of face-valence contingency awareness further, we then examined whether intra-individual variations of face-valence confidence ratings predicts those of face-hat association learning performance. Lastly, we describe results from the cue-learning phase and the association study phase.

**Location and valence contingency awareness memory tests.** One participant in the location learning condition showed a face-location awareness memory score far below chance ($M = .35$) with a low location confidence rating score ($M = 3.9$) which was not different from the score 4 corresponding to the option “I have no idea.” This participant also showed prediction performance in the initial cue-learning phase below chance even
in the last block for negative harbinger faces ($M = .38$). These results indicate that this participant did not acquire face-location associations. Therefore, data from this participant were excluded from data analyses reported below.

The remaining participants showed the expected patterns; participants in the location learning condition were significantly more aware of face-location contingencies ($M_{\text{neg}} = .76, M_{\text{neut}} = .81$) than those in the emotion learning condition ($M_{\text{neg}} = .51, M_{\text{neut}} = .46$), $F(1, 57) = 44.77, \eta_p^2 = .44, p < .01$. The location awareness score was not significantly different from chance in the emotion learning condition ($ps > .15$).

Next, we examined the awareness of face-valence contingencies. Overall, participants showed better valence awareness memory scores for negative than for neutral harbinger cues across conditions, $F(1, 57) = 19.42, \eta_p^2 = .25, p < .01$. In addition, consistent with our prediction, participants showed better face-valence contingency awareness in the emotion learning condition ($M_{\text{neg}} = .81, M_{\text{neut}} = .74$) than in the location learning condition ($M_{\text{neg}} = .62, M_{\text{neut}} = .46$), $F(1, 56) = 38.30, \eta_p^2 = .40, p < .001$.

However, even in the location learning condition, the valence contingency awareness score was significantly better than chance for emotional harbinger faces, $t(29) = 4.38, p < .01$. To address the effects of face-valence contingency awareness, therefore, participants in the location learning condition were split by the median valence awareness score ($Md$
= .55) into two sub-groups: participants who were aware of face-valence contingencies (uninstructed-aware: \(M = .64\)) and those who were at chance in the face-valence awareness test (unaware: \(M = .46\)). In contrast, the valence awareness score was overall high in the emotion learning condition. Indeed, the median awareness score for emotional harbingers was .90 in this condition, suggesting that those who showed relatively lower awareness score were still highly aware of the face-valence contingencies in this condition. Since our primary focus was on the face-valence contingency awareness, we did not apply the median split for participants in the emotion learning condition. Subsequent analyses were performed based on these three groups (see Tabbert et al., 2011 for similar procedures).

A 2 (valence) X 3 (group) ANOVA on the face-valence contingency awareness score revealed a main effect of valence, \(F(1, 56) = 22.20, \eta_p^2 = .28, p < .01\), as in the previous ANOVA. In addition, the main effect of group was significant, \(F(2, 56) = 29.74, \eta_p^2 = .52, p < .01\), reflecting that the emotion learning condition showed better awareness than the uninstructed aware group, \(t(56) = 3.10, SE = 0.04, p < .01\) (Tukey), which was better than unaware group, \(t(56) = 3.62, SE = 0.04, p < .01\) (Tukey). The valence-by-group interaction was not significant \((p > .20)\).

**Effects of valence contingency awareness on cue-hat associative memory.** The memory performance for new neutral faces did not significantly differ across groups \((M_{\text{emotion}} = .65, M_{\text{uninstructed-aware}} = .58,\)
\( M_{\text{unaware}} = .62; p > .55 \), suggesting that the prediction task manipulation and the awareness of face-valence contingencies did not influence the overall memory performance in the associative learning phase. However, emotional and neutral harbinger faces showed different patterns depending on groups (Figure 6). In fact, a 3 (group: emotion, uninstructed-aware, vs. unaware) \( \times \) 2 (cue type: old-negative vs. old-neutral) ANOVA on the correct response rate in the association memory test revealed a significant group-by-type interaction, \( F(2, 56) = 7.34, \eta_p^2 = .21, p < .01 \). In the emotion learning condition, we replicated our results from Studies 1 and 2. That is, participants showed better face-hat memories for emotional harbinger cues than for neutral harbinger cues, \( F(1, 56) = 7.88, p < .01 \). A similar pattern was also observed for the uninstructed-aware group: better face-hat memory for emotional than for neutral harbinger faces, \( F(1, 56) = 4.56, p < .05 \). In contrast, participants who were not aware of the face-valence contingencies showed the opposite pattern; face-hat memory was worse for emotional than for neutral harbinger cues, \( F(1, 56) = 5.45, p < .05 \), the pattern seen previously in Mather and Knight's (2008) studies. These results support our prediction that one's awareness of cue-valence contingencies determines when emotional harbinger cues produce better and when they produce worse association learning than neutral harbinger cues.

**Location/valence confidence rating.** Next, we examined the results
from the face-location confidence task. The location confidence scores were re-coded so that a higher score meant stronger confidence for the correct location. Participants in the location learning condition ($M_{\text{neg}}=5.59$ vs. $M_{\text{neut}}=5.62$) showed higher confidence for the correct location than those in the emotion learning condition ($M_{\text{neg}}=3.95$ vs. $M_{\text{neut}}=3.98$), $F(1, 57) = 71.86, \eta_p^2 = .53, p < .01$, with no significant effects of valence ($ps > .60$). The location confidence scores were not significantly different from the score 4 (“I have no idea”) in the emotion learning condition ($ps > .30$). The uninstructed-aware ($M_{\text{neg}}=5.96; M_{\text{neut}}=5.76$) and unaware subgroups ($M_{\text{neg}}=5.30; M_{\text{neut}}=5.51$) did not show any significant differences in the location confidence score ($ps > .05$). Thus, the results from the confidence rating task were consistent with those from the dichotomous awareness test and indicate that participants in the location learning condition learned the face-location association with higher confidence than those in the emotion learning condition.

A valence confidence rating score also provided results consistent with the valence awareness memory test. A 3 (group) X 2 (valence) ANOVA on the valence confidence score revealed a significant effect of valence, $F(1, 56) = 21.75, \eta_p^2 = .29, p < .01$, reflecting higher scores for emotional than neutral harbingers; this is as expected given the scale we used (higher scores corresponded with more confidence towards negative, whereas lower scores corresponded with more confidence towards neutral). In addition,
there was a significant condition-by-valence interaction, $F(1, 56) = 25.71$, $\eta_{p}^2 = .49$, $p < .01$. Participants in the emotion learning condition differentiated emotional harbingers ($M = 5.57$) from neutral harbingers ($M = 2.69$), $F(1, 29) = 58.74$, $p < .01$. Participants in the uninstructed-aware group also showed a difference score for emotional harbingers ($M = 4.47$) than for neutral harbingers ($M = 4.09$), $F(1, 12) = 7.10$, $p < .05$. In contrast, the unaware group did not significantly differentiate emotional and neutral harbingers ($p > .10$; $M_{\text{neg}} = 4.08$; $M_{\text{neu}} = 4.33$).

**Effects of confidence of face-valence contingency on cue-hat associative memory.** Since the valence confidence rating was based on a continuous scale and given for each item for each individual, we examined the intra-individual effects of the confidence of face-valence contingencies. This approach allowed us to test the effects of the cue-valence awareness not only in the location learning condition, but also in the emotion learning condition which showed performance at ceiling in the dichotomous awareness memory test.

A hierarchical generalized linear model (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002) was employed to examine whether intra-individual differences in the face-valence confidence rating predicted intra-individual differences in the cue-hat associative memory. Each trial was treated as a level-1 variable and each participant was treated as a level-2 variable. The dependent variable was a dichotomous variable indicating the cue-hat association test
performance on each trial for each participant (1: correct, 0: incorrect). Level 1 predictors included valence (-1: neutral, 1: negative), a face-valence confidence rating, and a confidence-by-valence interaction. Level 2 predictors included condition (-1: emotion, 1: location). The model also included cross-level interactions, including a valence-by-condition interaction, a confidence-by-condition interaction, and a three-way interaction across confidence, condition and valence.

The results revealed a significant interaction between condition and valence, $F(1, 1121) = 3.86, p < .05$, reflecting better association learning for emotional harbingers than for neutral harbingers in the emotion learning condition than in the location learning condition (consistent with the results from the ANOVA described above). In addition, there was a significant interaction between confidence and valence, $F(1, 1121) = 5.62, p < .05$. This interaction reflects that higher confidence about face-valence contingencies predicted better association learning especially for emotional harbingers than for neutral harbingers (beta = 0.09, SE = 0.039). There were no other significant effects ($p > .10$). These results indicate that stronger confidence about face-valence contingencies predicts better association learning for emotional harbingers relative to neutral harbingers, irrespective of conditions. Thus, the results from this intra-individual difference approach also confirmed that the contingency awareness between cues and valence plays an important role in subsequent association learning.
A similar analysis was performed with the location confidence score instead of the valence confidence score, but this analysis did not show any significant effects involving the location confidence ($ps > .10$).

**Performance in the cue-learning phase.** Next, we examined participants’ prediction performance in the cue-learning phase. The 16 repetitions during the cue-learning phase were categorized into 4 blocks. Prediction performance was significantly better than chance in the last three blocks both in the location learning condition, $ts (28) = 4.91, 4.73, 6.70, ps < .01$, and the emotion learning condition, $ts (29) = 4.40, 6.89, 7.30, ps < .01$. In addition, in both conditions, participants’ predictions improved across the 4 blocks (emotion: $M_{block1} = .53, M_{block2} = .59, M_{block3} = .67, M_{block4} = .74$; location: $M_{block1} = .51, M_{block2} = .61, M_{block3} = .66, M_{block4} = .75$), respective $F (3, 87) = 35.47, \eta_p^2 = .55, p < .01, F (3, 84) = 39.68, \eta_p^2 = .59, p < .01$. Prediction performance did not significantly differ between the two learning conditions ($p > .90$). In addition, neither the emotion ($M_{neg} = .75; M_{neut} = .73$) nor the location learning condition ($M_{neg} = .74; M_{neut} = .77$) showed significant valence effects during the last block ($ps > .20$). These results suggest that participants acquired similarly strong initial associations irrespective of valence and the learning conditions. There were no significant differences between the uninstructed-aware and unaware sub-groups in the location condition ($p > .40$).

**Relation between prediction performance in the cue-learning**
phase and confidence rating. Since participants completed the
certainty rating tasks and the awareness memory tests at the end of the
session, it is possible that performance in these tasks did not reflect their
contingency awareness during the initial cue-learning phase. To address
this concern, for each individual for each valence condition, we obtained an
across-face correlation coefficient between the confidence rating and the
prediction performance in the 4th block during the cue-learning phase. Due
to the near ceiling performance in the cue-learning phase in the last block,
there were several participants who showed 100% accuracy in the prediction
performance. Each condition also involved participants who did not have
any variations in the confidence rating scores (e.g., showing the highest or
lowest confidence for all items). These participants could not provide
correlation measures and thus they were not included in this analysis.

Participants’ prediction performance was positively correlated with the
face-location confidence ratings in the location learning condition (mean
correlation for negative = .39; neutral = .27); both were significantly greater
than zero, \( t(24) = 5.84, t(23) = 3.51, ps < .01 \). In contrast, the correlations
between these two measures did not significantly differ from zero in the
emotion learning condition (mean correlation for negative = -.05; neutral = 
-.02; \( ps > .50 \)).

Next, we examined correlations between the prediction performance
and the confidence ratings for face-valence associations. In the emotion
learning condition, the better prediction performance was associated with a higher confidence score for emotional harbingers (mean correlation = .44) as well as a lower confidence score for neutral harbingers (mean correlation = -.45); both were significantly different from zero, $t(27) = 8.07$, $t(25) = 6.60$, $p < .01$. In contrast, the correlations were not significantly different from zero in the location learning condition (mean correlation for negative = .007; neutral = .04; $p > .60$). These results suggest that participants' later confidence ratings for face-valence contingencies reflect their initial awareness.

**Performance in the association study phase.** The accuracy of the dot-color judgment did not differ by the type of cues, nor the groups ($p > .40$; emotion: $M_{neg} = .94$, $M_{neut} = .95$, $M_{new} = .95$; uninstructed-aware: $M_{neg} = .99$, $M_{neut} = .98$, $M_{new} = .96$; unaware: $M_{neg} = .95$, $M_{neut} = .98$, $M_{new} = .95$). Similarly, there were no significant effects of cue type and group in the reaction times to the dot ($p > .50$; emotion: $M_{neg} = 886$ ms, $M_{neut} = 856$ ms, $M_{new} = 890$ ms; uninstructed-aware: $M_{neg} = 920$ ms, $M_{neut} = 922$ ms, $M_{new} = 871$ ms; unaware: $M_{neg} = 882$ ms, $M_{neut} = 819$ ms, $M_{new} = 850$ ms).

**General Discussion**

Previous research indicated that it is harder to learn new associations for cues previously predictive of emotional outcomes (emotional harbingers) than for cues previously predictive of neutral outcomes (neutral harbingers; Mather & Knight, 2008). In the current study, we examined whether
people’s awareness of cue-valence contingencies alters this impaired association learning for emotional harbinger cues.

In Studies 1 and 2, we explicitly asked and encouraged participants to learn cue-valence contingencies during the initial cue learning phase to increase their awareness of contingencies between cues and emotional outcomes. As expected, participants showed near ceiling performance in the final cue-valence contingency awareness test. In addition, with this intensive initial learning, we found the opposite pattern from that shown in previous research: emotional harbingers produced better association learning than neutral harbingers. The strength of specific associations between cues and outcomes did not modulate the results, which suggests that general memories about cue-valence associations plays a more crucial role than specific memories for cue-outcome pairs for the enhanced association learning for emotional harbingers.

Study 3 supported the idea that one’s awareness for cue-valence associations serves as a boundary condition predicting the switch between memory facilitation vs. memory impairment for emotional harbingers. In Study 3, we found that emotional harbingers produced worse association learning than neutral harbingers when participants were not aware of the cue-valence contingency, but emotional harbingers produced better association learning when participants were aware of the contingency. These results suggest that the awareness of the cue-valence contingency
determines when it is easier and when it is harder to learn new associations for emotional harbinger cues than for neutral harbinger cues. Ample research on fear and evaluative conditioning has shown that contingency awareness increases emotional reactions to cues predictive of emotional outcomes (Carter et al., 2003; Dawson, 1973; Dawson et al., 2007; Hofmann et al., 2010; Klucken et al., 2009; Pleyers et al., 2007; Pleyers et al., 2009; Tabbert et al., 2011). The current results extend these past findings and indicate that subsequent cognitive processing of harbinger cues is also influenced by the contingency awareness.

Next, we turn to the question of the underlying mechanisms by which one’s awareness of cue-valence contingency influences subsequent association learning for emotional harbingers. One possibility is that contingency awareness modulates attentional priority of emotional harbinger cues relative to outcomes, which influences memory strength of the cues and subsequent association learning (cf. Madan, Caplan, Lau, & Fujiwara, 2012). When people are aware of the cue-valence contingencies, emotional harbinger cues should have high attentional priority because they predict something emotionally important (Blask et al., 2012; Carlsson et al., 2006; Koster et al., 2005; Kruschke, 2003; Le Pelley, 2004; Mackintosh, 1975). In fact, previous research shows that contingency awareness diminishes emotional reactions to outcomes while increasing reactions to cues (Donegan, 1981; Dunsmoor, Bandettini, & Knight, 2008; Marcos & Redondo,
suggesting that people pay attention to emotional harbingers more than emotional outcomes when they are aware of the contingency. This increased attention to emotional harbingers might lead to stronger memory representations for emotional than neutral harbingers. Consistent with this idea, previous research indicates that emotional arousal induced by an item in a sequence facilitates memory for neutral stimuli just before the emotional item when people pay attention to the neutral stimuli (Anderson, Wais, & Gabrieli, 2006; M. Knight & Mather, 2009; Nielson & Arentsen, 2012; Nielson & Powless, 2007). Taken together, it appears that awareness of the cue-valence contingencies enhances attentional priority of emotional harbinger cues, and creates stronger memory representations for emotional harbingers than for neutral harbingers; the stronger memory representations should lead to subsequent better association learning for emotional harbingers.

In contrast, when people are not aware of cue-valence contingencies, they might not pay attention much to cues. Instead, the lack of the contingency awareness should increase attention to emotional outcomes. Indeed, previous research shows the strongest emotional reactions to emotional outcomes when people cannot predict those outcomes (Carlsson et al., 2006; Dunsmoor et al., 2008; Grupe & Nitschke, 2011; D. C. Knight, Waters, King, & Bandettini, 2010; Oka et al., 2010; Sarinopoulos et al., 2010). Thus, emotional outcomes should gain more attentional priority than
harbinger cues under this situation. Furthermore, previous findings indicate that when people do not focus on neutral items before emotional items, memory for the neutral items is impaired by the subsequent emotional items (Hurlemann et al., 2005; Hurlemann et al., 2007; M. Knight & Mather, 2009; Strange, Hurlemann, & Dolan, 2003; Strange, Kroes, Fan, & Dolan, 2010). Thus, the lack of attentional focus on the harbinger cues should produce impaired memory for emotional harbingers relative to neutral harbingers. Taken together, these results suggest that when people are not aware of the cue-valence contingencies, emotional harbingers do not have attentional priority and have impaired memory representations relative to neutral harbingers. This impaired memory should result in worse performance in subsequent learning for emotional harbingers compared with neutral harbingers.

In summary, awareness about the cue-valence contingencies should influence the attentional priority of the harbinger cues, which is critical for determining whether emotion enhances or impairs memory strength for that cue (Mather & Sutherland, 2011). The enhanced vs. impaired memory strength of emotional harbingers might have resulted in whether emotional harbingers produce better or worse association learning in a subsequent session. Further research with independent manipulations of the contingency awareness and cue memory strength is needed to test this possibility. In addition, in the current study, we did not obtain attention
measures during the cue-learning phase as well as the association learning phase. Future research which measures or/and manipulates participants’ attentional priority is also needed to address the potential mechanisms described above.

Another question for future research concerns the way we measured participants’ awareness of cue-valence contingencies. In the current study, we measured participants’ awareness of cue-valence contingencies at the end of the session. Thus, it is possible that our awareness measures do not reflect participants’ initial awareness of cue-valence contingencies. However, in Study 3, we found that the confidence rating for cue-valence associations was correlated with the prediction accuracy in the initial phase in the emotion learning condition. These results suggest that the confidence rating reported at the end of the session reflects participants’ initial confidence awareness. But we did not obtain an initial awareness measure for face-valence associations in the location learning condition. Future work with online measures about the contingency awareness during the initial learning phase should help to confirm the role of the contingency awareness.

Another question concerns the effects of positive emotion. In the current study, we examined association learning for harbinger cues that predicted negative emotional outcomes. Previous research indicates similar impaired association learning for emotional harbingers irrespective of
whether outcomes are positive or negative (Mather & Knight, 2008). This suggests that arousal plays a more crucial role in subsequent association learning for harbinger cues than valence (i.e., positive or negative). However, positive and negative emotions sometimes impact cognitive processing differently (Sakaki, Gorlick, & Mather, 2011; Sakaki & Niki, 2011; Schmitz, De Rosa, & Anderson, 2009). Future work is needed to test the effects of contingency awareness for cues that predict emotionally positive outcomes.

In conclusion, the current study revealed that the awareness of the contingency between harbinger cues and emotional outcomes modulates subsequent association learning for the cues. Across three studies, we found that people were better able to learn new associations to cues that previously predicted emotional outcomes when they were aware of the cue-outcome contingencies. In contrast, the opposite pattern was observed when people were not aware of the contingencies. As seen in other experimental contexts (see Mather & Sutherland, 2011 for a review), whether memory for inherently neutral information is enhanced or impaired by its interaction with something emotionally arousing depends on the nature of the attentional focus on that neutral information.
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Figure 1. Schematic representations of procedures in Study 1.
Memory for cue-hat associations was better for cues that predicted negative outcomes than cues that predicted neutral outcomes. Error bars represent standard error.
Figure 3. Schematic representations of the cue-learning phase and the cue-outcome memory test in Study 2.
Figure 4. Schematic representations of procedures in Study 3.
Figure 5. The valence/location awareness memory test and confidence rating task in Study 3.
Figure 6. Correct response rates in the cue-hat association memory test in Study 3. Memory for cue-hat associations was modulated by awareness of contingencies between cue and emotional outcomes. Cues predictive of emotional outcomes produced better contextual memory than cues predictive of neutral outcomes when people were aware of associations between cues and emotional outcomes. In contrast, when people were not aware of the contingencies, cues that predicted negative outcomes produced worse contextual memory than cues that predicted neutral outcomes. Error bars represent standard error.